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Ravi chandran(17.09.1988)
 
I am ravichandran,  now presently living in tamilnadu. my hobbies are reading
book watching cartoon, wildlife and music(listening and editing) .
 
Finished my engineering degree and in pursuit of a job.... To be more likely the
pursuit of something I really wanted..I met this incredible something in
college..Though i could not make it or tell it at that tine, , ..So getting a good job
and getting financial support will help me get her..My parents are really cool and
I believe they will help me to smooth this thing out...
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Broken Gift
 
The gift I brought and gave to my friend
Broken in pieces and how this end
Not her fault but still it hurts
I'll not scold her but I'm stressed
 
i should have given something strong
Just like me which can stand all the fall........
 
Ravi chandran
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Change
 
Change,
is again sending messages for me
This time I'm in a position
Not knowing what to do
I wish to stay with these friends of mine
And Struggle with all my pain
 
But the pain is worst and
Sad told this is not going to make me gain
So I've to obey the messenger of change
I'm guilty cause I can't even ask for a chance
And this way its going to end
I wish I should have  long before begun
 
I'm helpless and hopeless
so I have accept the change
and I wish this will change
And know change will always play its game
 
Ravi chandran
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Chitravi
 
where was i before I could open my eyes...
you were there rescuing me from all my lies
my angel, my god, my love....
For you I submit this vow...
I'll love you more than i could..
I'll save you until my life departs through
you are my happiness and life...
I'll work hard to make you my wife...
 
Ravi chandran
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I Am What I Am
 
I want to sit back
Sit back and rest for a while
For a while I stand to see
And see You all pointing me
 
Pointing me as though I'm criminal
I'm criminal but you thought I'd be
I'd be as what you never wanted to see
So with chorus I start to rap:
 
I'm what I'm
I'm the one who you cannot say I'm
I'm the one you can't fool around
And I am, whatever you say I am
 
So what you think I want
I want you and not anything will do apart
Apart from what you thought
What you thought I can't explain why I got
 
So now I got these thoughts and I start
I start what you never thought I've thought
Thoughts of you in memories they play in part
In parts and tracks these things I'll never forget
 
So once again the track rewinds
And the chorus again
and goes..........
 
I'm what I'm
I'm the one who you cannot say I'm
I'm the one you can't fool around
And I am, whatever you say I am
 
Ravi chandran
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I'M A Lazy Person
 
I AM JUST A VERY LAZY PERSON
who always wish to sit down the tree
And enjoy the breeze
 
I AM JUST A VERY LAZY PERSON
Who always speak with silent
And sleep in the bright day light
 
I AM JUST A VERY LAZY PERSON
Just wish to dream everything
and not even wish to make a step
 
I AM JUST A VERY LAZY PERSON
Who is sleeping about when
Everyone out is screaming around
 
But now things are changing
and this LAZY PERSON is moaning
'Cause he hates everything which is gazing about
 
Now this lazy person is changing a bit
'cause world wants him to show his wit
He is no more lazy person who you think
And he is taking the world with him
 
He wanted it
Since he is no more a lazy person.
 
Ravi chandran
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Perfect Fan-My Mom
 
It takes a lot to know love
Its not the big things
But the caring heart
And prayers remembering you
 
All the prayer you gave me
You thought me walk without your hands
Always you were pushing me from the behind
Always to succeed, you're my perfect fan.
 
theres no day that goes
Without thinking you
Cause mom you're so precious to me
You're my perfect fan to be.
 
Ravi chandran
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Prophet
 
Sometimes I feel like a prophet
Misunderstood..................
Under the gun like a new diseased..............
 
 
I've got an unforgettable sound
 
Bring you up even if it takes me down
 
I'm coming at you from every side
 
I make the rhythm and rhyme collide
 
Ravi chandran
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Walking In Circles
 
I'll never open my mouth to say
 
For I kept my feelings away
 
I am screaming in silence
 
Walking in circles
 
Ravi chandran
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War
 
War may come
It may go.
 
Many may die
Many may hide
Many may run
Many unforgiven
 
But my warriors are always with me
But my warriors are always with me
 
Ravi chandran
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When It Comes
 
When it comes to luck
I'm the unlucky
When it comes to time
I'm always late
When it come to bet
I'm to lose
When it comes to life
I'm already dead
When it comes to night
I've to be awake
When it comes to love
I've to be the hate
When it comes to you
I don't know what I do
 
Ravi chandran
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